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Recent studies have demonstrated the biological importance of the interaction of nitric oxide
with proteins such as cytochrome-c or hemoglobin. In particular, the possibility that the
nitrosonium cation, NO�, could reversibly bind to sulfide atom type was proposed. At pH
values of biological relevance, nitrosation was proposed to occur through the action of NO�

carriers such as nitrosothiols or nitrosamines. In this context, the gas phase chemistry of
protonated nitrosothiols is studied in the present work by a combination of mass spectrometry
and computational methods. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2004, 15, 344–355) © 2004 American
Society for Mass Spectrometry

The emergence of NO as a cell signaling agent is
one of the most important and exciting develop-
ments in human physiology during the last de-

cade. It was first recognized that endogenous vasodila-
tors such as acetylcholine do not act directly on vascular
smooth muscle but instead on endothelial cells, causing
them to release a labile factor that diffuses into the
overlying smooth muscle. The search for the identity of
this endothelial-derived relaxing factor (EDRF) intensi-
fied during the 1980s. It was already known that a
number of compounds that can release NO, and even
NO itself, will activate the key enzyme involved in
smooth muscle relaxation and it was proposed that
EDRF might be NO or a related species [1]. These days
it is well known that nitric oxide is involved in a range
of such processes including, not only vasodilation, but
also platelet aggregation, macrophage activity, messen-
ger action in the central nervous system, etc. [2]. The
multiplicity of biological functions so far attributed to
NO has led to suggestions that some effects might be
mediated by other related species instead, since it is
difficult to imagine how one so simple molecule could
fulfil them all [3]. Among the investigated NO-derived
species, i.e., peroxynitrite, nitroxide ion, nitrosonium
cation [1–3], S-nitrosothiols are suspected to be a carrier
of NO� at physiological pH [4]. Indeed, the interaction
of NO with biological thiol compounds such as gluta-
thione and cysteine residues of proteins is of great
interest, particularly because reversible nitrosothiola-
tion of specific cysteine residues on proteins may serve

as a way of regulating protein function. In this context,
it was recently proposed that the oxygen transport
properties of hemoglobin are so controlled [5]. Nitric
oxide (NO•) itself is relatively unreactive toward thiols,
but it can be oxidized in vivo to the nitrosonium ion (or
a nitrosonium ion carrier) which can react with thiols to
form nitrosothiols [6].

Recently, it was proposed and demonstrated by
means of quantum chemistry that NO� cation can also
interact with other biological molecules bearing sulfur,
specifically thioethers [2]. This theoretical work led to
the conclusion that the nitrosonium cation is able to
attack the thioether moiety with the initial formation of
S-nitroso sulfonium [2].

In the present work, we endeavor to experimentally
and theoretically investigate the gas phase nitrosation
of some simple thiols and thioethers in order to shed
some light on the intrinsic and relative stabilities of the
obtained nitrosated species and in order to get some
pieces of information related to their potent interven-
tion in biological processes.

Experimental and Theoretical Procedures

Methods

The mass spectrometric experiments were performed
on a large scale tandem mass spectrometer (Micro-
mass AutoSpec 6F, Manchester, UK) having a
c1E1B1c2E2c3c4E3B2c5E4 geometry, where E stands for
electric sector, B for magnetic sector, and c for the
collision cells [7]. Typical conditions were 8 kV acceler-
ating voltage, 1 mA emission current (in the chemical
ionization mode), 200 �A (in the electron ionization
mode), and 70 eV ionizing electron kinetic energy. The
solid samples were introduced with a direct insertion
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probe, whereas the liquid samples were injected into
the ion source via a heated septum inlet (180 °C). This
instrument has been modified with an rf-only quadru-
pole collision cell between E2 and E3 as reported else-
where [8]. This modification allows the study of asso-
ciative ion-molecule reactions of decelerated ions
having about 5 eV kinetic energy. Briefly, the experi-
ments using the quadrupole consist of the selection of a
beam of fast moving ions (8000 eV) with the three first
sectors and the deceleration of these ions to approxi-
mately 5 eV before entering the quadrupole in order to
maximize the yields of the associative ion-molecule
reactions between the ions and the neutral reagent
(pressure estimated to be ca. 10�3 torr). After reaccel-
eration to 8000 eV, all the ions generated in the quad-
rupole cell are separated and mass-measured by scan-
ning the field of the second magnet. The high-energy
CA spectra of mass-selected ion-molecule reaction ionic
products can be recorded by a linked scanning of the
fields of the last three sectors (collision in c4) or by
scanning the field of the last electric sector after mass-
selection by the second magnet and collision in the fifth
(c5) collision cell.

All the compounds considered in this work were
commercially available and were used without any
further purification.

Calculations

Standard ab initio and density functional theory calcu-
lations were performed using the GaussianW 98 suite of
programs [9]. Geometries were first optimized by den-
sity functional theory using Becke’s hybrid functional
(B3LYP) and the 6-31 � G(d,p) basis set. Harmonic
vibrational frequencies were computed on each opti-
mized structure at its corresponding level of theory.
This enables us to access the nature of the stationary
points, to verify that they correspond to true minima on
the potential surface and also to estimate the zero-point
vibrational energy (ZPE) corrections. To compute accu-
rate relative energies, we have employed the higher-
level theoretical G2 method and in particular the
G2(MP2) modified version. This computational method
is amply recognized as being able to reproduce or
predict unknown thermochemical data of compounds
containing first- and second-row atoms with a target
accuracy of about 8 kJ mol�1 [10].

Results and Discussion

Nitrosonium complexes of organic compounds have
been the subject of an impressive number of papers
reporting experimental gas and condensed phases as
well as theoretical studies [11]. As far as the nitrogen-,
oxygen- and sulfur-containing compounds are con-
cerned, namely [R1XR2 � NO]� where X � NH, O or S
and R1, R2 � H and/or CH3, a rapid survey of the
literature, see Table 1, reveals dramatic discrepancies in
the reported NO� affinities (NOA) for the neutral

substrate, NOA being defined as the binding energy of
the NO� cation on a neutral molecule. Because of such
a wide range of reported values and because it was
recently shown that the theoretical study of nitroso-
nium complexes is dramatically basis set dependent
[12], we first decided to perform high accuracy calcula-
tions using G2(MP2) theory that is well-known to give
reliable thermochemical data. We then considered the
interaction between the nitrosonium cation and six
different compounds, namely ammonia, water, hy-
drogen sulfide, methylamine, methanol, and meth-
anethiol. The optimized structures are shown in
Figure 1 and the main geometrical parameters are
summarized in Table 2.

1° Systematic G2(MP2) Theoretical Study

Nitrosonium Complexes of Ammonia
and Methylamine

The cationic complex between ammonia and NO�,
namely N-protonated nitrosamide, has already been
theoretically studied and experimentally observed by
reacting ammonia and NO� in a chemical ionization
source [24]. It was demonstrated that the N-protonated
species, NH3

�-NO, is the most stable isomer [13, 18, 19,
22] and that the eclipsed conformer 1a , see Figure 1, is
a true minimum while the staggered cation represents a
rotational transition state [18]. In the present study, all
this information is obviously confirmed, but in addi-
tion, we obtained very accurate thermochemical data,
such as NOA (NH3) � 125.7 kJ mol�1, PA (NH3) � 847.2
kJ mol�1, PA (NH2NO) � 795.1 kJ mol�1, IE (NH3) �
10.2 eV, and IE (NO•) � 9.25 eV. These intrinsic
properties are compared with the known data in Table
3 and since all the PA and IE values are in really good
agreement with the reference data, we can be quite
confident in our NOA (ammonia) calculated value of
125.7 kJ mol�1.

The substitution of an hydrogen atom by a methyl
group, yielding methylamine, was then considered. The
starting point of the G2(MP2) calculation was the ge-
ometry optimized by Nguyen and Hegarty, Structure
1b in Figure 1, and identified as the most stable con-
former [22]. Following the G2(MP2) calculation, the
NOA was shown to undergo an increase upon methyl-
ation of about 53 kJ mol�1 [NOA (methylamine) � 178.8
kJ mol�1 ], see Tables 1 and 3. The most stable con-
former corresponds to the Structure 1b, shown in
Figure 1, and presents an “endo” geometry with the
oxygen atom of the NO group pointing in the direction
of a hydrogen of the methyl moiety. Nevertheless, the
bond length O9™H3 amounting to about 2.3 Å is too
long to be considered as a true hydrogen bonding.

Nitrosonium Complexes of Water and Methanol

Protonated nitrous acid was also extensively studied
because of the multiple roles that this species is sup-
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posed to play both in the condensed phase and the
atmospheric chemistries, see Table 1. Gaseous H2O�NO
cations have been obtained by chemical ionization and
various reactions have been successfully employed for
their preparation, e.g., the addition of nitrosonium
cation on neutral water, or the ethene loss from ethyl
nitrite upon highly exothermic protonation by H3

� and
CH5

� [21]. It was also demonstrated that the ion-dipole
adduct is by far the most stable protomer and that the
non planar Structure 2a, see Figure 1, represents the
most stable conformer [12]. At the G2(MP2) level of
theory, we therefore recalculated the NOA (water) and
obtained a value of 77.9 kJ mol�1 that is in very good
agreement with the previously reported values, see
Table 1.

Protonated methyl nitrite, 2b, was also studied by
Aschi and Grandinetti and their theoretical investiga-
tion revealed that the O-protonated species, namely the
ion-dipole adduct between methanol and NO�, again
represents by far the most stable protomer [14]. At the
G2 level of theory [14], the dissociation enthalpy into
MeOH and NO� was computed at 105.8 kJ mol�1, see
Table 1. Starting from the reported geometry, we ob-
tained at the G2(MP2) level of theory a quite similar
value of 102.1 kJ mol�1. Again, in the water/methanol
system, the NOA value is shown to be increased upon
methylation. As for the methylamine case, the “endo”

geometry 2b seems, at least at the level of theory used
here, to represent the more stable conformer.

Nitrosonium Complexes of Hydrogen Sulfide and
Methanethiol

Investigations of the interaction of the NO� cation with
O- and S-bases using perturbation theory demonstrated
that the nitrosonium cation acts as a soft acid [27].
According to the Pearson concept [28], the complexes of
NO� cation with S-bases should be more stable than
those with O-bases. This was experimentally demon-
strated since the condensed phase reaction of thioani-
sole with NOAlCl4 afforded an n-complex, whereas the
reaction with anisole gave rise to a �-complex [29]. The
preferential binding of NO� cation at the sulfur atom
rather than at the oxygen atom in the thioanisole/
anisole sytem was attributed to the lower electronega-
tivity of the S atom and a greater p, �-conjugation of the
aromatic fragment with the MeO group compared with
that of the MeS group [29]. For the sake of information,
let us just mention that the �-complexes of aromatic
compounds with NO� have also been extensively stud-
ied, especially in the context of charge transfer com-
plexes [30].

The nitroso sulfonium cation, H2S�-NO (3a), was

Table 1. Survey of the NO� affinities NOA (kJ mol�1) reported in the literature

NH3 OH2 SH2 CH3NH2 CH3OH CH3SH CH3SCH3

Ref. 1 151.9 - - - - - -
Ref. 2 - 77.4 - - 105.8 - -
Ref. 3 77.4
Ref. 4 151.4
Ref. 5 138.9 77.4 84.1 155.6 97.5 109.2
Ref. 6 130.1
Ref. 7 128.4
Ref. 8 122.0 78 77
Ref. 9 110.1 88.2 50.2 127.5 96.6 84.7
Ref. 10 81.6
Ref. 11 143.0
Ref. 12 184.1
Ref. 13 136.8 140.1
Ref. 14 76
Ref. 15 129.7
Ref. 16 77.4
Ref. 17 125.7 77.9 80.6 178.8 102.1 132.2 -

Ref. 1 Theoretical study–MP2/6-31G(d,p) [13].
Ref. 2 Theoretical study–G2 procedure [14].
Ref. 3 Experimental study–high pressure ionization source study [15].
Ref. 4 Experimental study–ICR study [16].
Ref. 5 Experimental study–ICR study & kinetic method [17].
Ref. 6 Theoretical study–G2 procedure [18].
Ref. 7 Theoretical study–estimation based on PA [18].
Ref. 8 Theoretical study–CCSD(T)/6-311��G(3df,2p) [19].
Ref. 9 Theoretical study–HF/6-31�G(d) [20].
Ref. 10 Theoretical study–G1 procedure [21].
Ref. 11 Theoretical study–HF/3-21G* � ZPE [2].
Ref. 12 Theoretical study–CBS-4 procedure [2].
Ref. 13 Theoretical study–MP4SDQ/6-31��G** �ZPE [22].
Ref. 14 Theoretical study–HF/6-31G** [23].
Ref. 15 Theoretical study–MNDO calculations [24].
Ref. 16 Theoretical study–MNDO calculations [12].
Ref. 17 Present work - G2(MP2) energies.
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prepared in the gas phase by reacting neutral nitric
oxide with �CH2CH2SH2

�, the distonic isomer of ionized
ethanethiol [19]. Those cations were characterized by
collisional activation and neutralization-reionization
studies. Ab initio calculations, see Table 1, confirmed
that, while H2S�-NO (3a) is stable with respect to
fragmentation, it can be best regarded as a strong
molecular complex between NO� and H2S rather than
an onium cation. This cation exhibits a non-symmetrical
structure which is slightly distorted from the syn form
having an Cs-symmetry. The latter is characterized as a
transition structure for rotation of both NO and H2S
groups around the single S™N bond [19]. This optimized
structure was used in the present work as the starting
point for our G2(MP2) calculations and, at this level of
theory, we obtained a NOA value of 80.6 kJ mol�1 that
is in quite a good agreement with the value of 77 kJ
mol�1 reported by Nguyen et al. [19]. It is important to
emphasize that, at the G2(MP2) level of theory, the

NOA(H2O) is calculated to be lower than the
NOA(H2S). This ordering is in keeping with the exper-
imental study of Cacace et al. [17], but at variance with
the theoretical values obtained by Torday et al. [20], and
to a less extent, by Nguyen et al. [19], see Table 1.

Much less is reported on the nitrosonium complex
of methanethiol 3b. A theoretical study at the HF/6-
31G(d) level of theory was recently realized [20] and
a NOA value of 84.7 kJ mol�1 was computed. This
figure can be compared with the more accurate
calculated value of 132.2 kJ mol�1 obtained in the
present G2(MP2) study. The most important geomet-
rical information is that, at variance with the struc-
tures of the nitrosonium cation complexes of methyl-
amine and methanol, it was not possible in the case of
the methanethiol molecule to detect the endo con-
former as a local minimun and each attempt to locate
such a structure always converged toward the exo
species, see Figure 1 and Table 2.

Figure 1. Optimized geometries of the nitrosonium complexes of water, methanol, ammonia,
methylamine, hydrogen sulfide and methanethiol (G2(MP2) calculations—MP2/6-31G(d) level of
theory).
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Summary

At the G2(MP2) level of theory, the nitrosonium cation
affinities of H3N, H2O, H2S, MeNH2, MeOH and MeSH
are calculated, respectively, as follow; see also Tables 1
and 3: 125.7, 77.9, 80.6, 178.8, 102.1, and 132.2 kJ mol�1.
These values allow us to conclude that the NOA’s
increase when going from an O-base to an N-base via an
S-base and also increase upon replacement of a hydro-
gen atom by a methyl group. Together with this in-
crease of the NOA’s, the methylation always shortens
the ON™X distance in the adduct ions (Figure 1 and
Table 2).

To theoretically study the thioether derivatives, we
decided to perform DFT calculations using the popular
B3LYP model and the 6-31 � G(d,p) basis set instead of
the much more resource-consuming G2(MP2) method.

2° DFT Calculations on the Thioether/
NO� Complexes

First of all, for the sake of comparison and coherence,
we decided to perform the B3LYP/6-31 � G(d,p) cal-
culations on the methanethiol system already studied at
the G2(MP2) level of theory, see Table 3. The data
resulting from the DFT calculations are summarized in
Table 4 and we immediately observed some dramatic
discrepancies between both theoretical approaches. In-
deed, the NOA data are calculated to be about 50 kJ
mol�1 overestimated by the B3LYP calculations when
compared with the G2(MP2) results, see Tables 3 and 4.
Using DFT calculations, we obtained the following
values: NOA(NH3) � 184.7 kJ mol�1; NOA(CH3SH) �
186.7 kJ mol�1, and NOA(CH3SCH3)� 228.4 kJ mol�1.
Even if these data significantly differ from the G2(MP2)

Table 2. G2(MP2) optimized parameters of nitrosonium complexes of selected N-, O-, and S-bases

Species
Bond length

(Å) Bond angle (°) Dihedral angle (°)

[NH3,NO]� 1a H1-N4:1.024 H1N4H2:109.7 H1N4N5O6:121.6
H2-N4:1.024 H1N4N5:106.9 H2N4N5O:6.0
H3-N4:1.024 N4N5O6:112.3
N4-N5:2.040
N5-O6:1.120

[H2O,NO]� 2a H1-O3:0977 H1O3H2:104.8 H1O3N4O5:114.5
H2-O3:0.977 H1O3N4:119.4
O3-N4:2.190 O3N405:100.2
N4-O5:1100

[H2S,NO]� 3a H1-S3:1345 H1S3H2:94.5 H153N4O5:132.8
H2-S3:1.345 H1S3N4:94.9
S3-N4:2.510 S3N4O5:112.3
N4-O5:1.120

[CH3NH2,NO]� 1b H1-C4:1089 H1C4H2:110.1 H1C4N5H6:�29.6
H2-C4:1.089 H1C4N5:109.6 C4N5N8O9:10.8
H3-C4:1.089 C4N5H6:115.6
C4-N5:1.460 N5N8O9:108.8
N5-H6:1.020
N5-H7:1.020
N5-N8:1.970
N8-O9:1.140

[CH3OH,NO]� 2b H1-C4:1.090 H1C4H2:110.9 H1C4O5H6:�47.1
H2-C4:1.090 H1C4O5:111.3 C4O5N7O8:31.9
H3-C4:1.090 C4O5H6:111.1
C4-O5:1.450 C4O5N7:116.8
O5-H6:0.980 O5N7O8:108.2
O5-N7:1.980
N7-O8:1.120

[CH3SH,NO]� 3b H1-C4:1.080 H1C4H2:110.1 H1C4S5H6:�53.5
H2-C4:1.080 H1C4S5:109.3 C4S5N708:�161.5
H3-C4:1.080 C4S5H6:98.5
C4-S5:1.810 C4S5N7:90.0
S5-H6:1.340 S5N7O8:117.1
S5-N7:2.380
N7-O8:1.130

[CH3SCH3,NO]� 3c H-C1:1.094 HC1S3:110.5 HC1S3C2:58.4
C1-S3:1.820 C1S3C2:101.8 C1S3N4O5:�129.0

B3LYP/6-31�G(d,p) C2-S3:1.820 C1S3N4:93.0
S3-N4:2.280 S3N4O5:116.0
N4-O5:1.120 S5N7O8:117.1
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values, the NOA ordering observed at the G2(MP2)
level of theory seems to be confirmed.

As far as the dimethyl sulfide compound is con-
cerned (not obtained at the G2(MP2) level), the struc-
ture of the NO� complex is described in Figure 2. It is
important to emphasize that the [MeSMe,NO]� species
possesses the highest calculated binding energy (228.4
kJ mol�1) between the neutral substrate and the nitroso-
nium cation.

3° Preparation and Characterization of
NO� Complexes: Nitrosation of Thiols
and Thioethers

To the best of our knowledge, experimental direct
observations of thiol and thioether nitrosonium com-
plexes have scarcely been reported. Spanel and Smith
have recently performed a SIFT study [Selected Ion
Flow Tube studies] of the reactions of NO� with some
organosulphur molecules [31]. This study revealed that

NO� reactions mainly proceed via charge transfer pro-
ducing the thio compound molecular ions. Neverthe-
less, the reaction with ethanethiol was shown to be
more complicated leading inter alia to the ion molecule
adduct [C2H5SH,NO]�. A recent work described the
electrospray analysis of physiological and synthetic
S-nitroso compounds including S-nitrosoglutathione
and S-nitrosocysteine and the protonated species were
detected in the ESI mass spectrum [32].

The electronic ionization of a mixture of nitric oxide
and R1SR2 (methanethiol, ethanethiol, propanethiol,
dimethylsulfide, and diethylsulfide) under chemical
ionization conditions always leads to the addition of
NO� to the thio substrate. Based on the G2(MP2)
calculations presented here that, without doubt, the
NOA is drastically increased when going from an
O-substrate to an S-substrate, we can expect to perform
the nitrosation of thiols and thioethers by interaction
with a protonated alkyl nitrite, actually the nitrosonium
complex of an alcohol [14–26] (vide infra). These reac-

Table 3. IE (eV), PA (kJ mol�1), and NOA (kJ mol�1) calculated in the present work at the G2(MP2) level of theory

Neutral species IE (eV) PA (kJ mol�1) NOA (kJ mol�1)

NO 9.25 (9.25)a - -

NH3 10.2 (10.16) 847.2 (853.6) 125.7
OH2 12.6 (12.6) 682.2 (697) 78.0
SH2 10.4 (10.45) 704.8 (712) 80.6
CH3NH2 9.11 (8.97) 895.1 (896) 178.76
CH3OH 10.98 (10.85) 748.7 (761) 102.1
CH3SH 9.44 (9.44) 773.3 (784) 132.2

HONO - 782.7 (785.3)b -
NH2NO - 795.1 (800.4)c -
HSNO - 795.1 (760)d

CH3ONO - 777.3 (797)e

CH2NHNO - 810.9 (-) -
CH3SNO - 774.9 (-) -

aThe reference values (between brackets) come from ref. [25], except noted.
bfrom ref. [15].
cfrom ref. [18].
dfrom ref. [19].
efrom ref. [26].

Table 4. IE (eV), PA (kJ mol �1) and NOA (kJ mol�1) calculated in the present work at the B3LYP/6-31�G(d,p) level of theory

Neutral species IE (eV) PA (kJ mol�1) NOA (kJ mol�1)

NO 9.92 (9.25)a - -

NH3 10.1 (10.16) 850.2 (853.6) 184.7
CH3SH 9.36 (9.44) 765.3 (784) 186.7
CH3SCH3 8.59 (8.69) 818.5 (830.9) 228.4

CH3CH2CH2ONO - 788.3
CH3CH2CH2OH - - 170.9

NH2NO - 781.7 (800.4)b -
CH3SNO - (-) -

aThe reference values (between brackets) come from ref. [25], except otherwise noted.
bFrom ref. [18].
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tions were attained in the CI source by ionizing a
mixture of propyl nitrite and R1SR2 and, whatever the
nature of the starting thio compound was, the nitrosa-
tion process was observed to be really efficient, since
the corresponding signals always represent at least 50%
of the base peak.

We then decided to submit all the NO� complexes to
collision in order to get information related to their
structures. The recorded CA spectra are summarized in
Table 5 and a characteristic example is shown in Figure
3a corresponding to the CA spectrum of the
[CH3SH,NO]� ions. As a general rule, protonated nitro-
sothiol, [R1SH,NO]� cations, undergo upon collisional
activation a cleavage into R1SH � NO• with the posi-
tive charge remaining either on the thiol compound or

Figure 2. Optimized geometry of the nitrosonium complex of
dimethyl sulfide (B3LYP/6-31 � G(d,p) level of theory).

Table 5. CID Spectra (8 keV, N2 collision gas) of [R1SR2,NO]� complexes

R1SR2 Parent ions Fragment ions [Irel (%)]

CH3SH m/z 78 m/z77 (8) – loss of H
m/z48 (100) – loss of NO•

m/z47 (62 – loss of H,N,O
m/z45 (56) – CHS� cations
m/z33 (10) – HS� cations
m/z30 (94) – loss of MeSH

CH3CH2SH m/z 92 m/z62 (100) – loss of NO•

m/z61 (72) – loss of H,N,O – metastable reaction
m/z45 (18) – CHS� cations
m/z35 (10) – H3S� cations
m/z30 (32) – loss of E†SH

CH3CH2CH2SH m/z 106 m/z76 (100) – loss of NO•

m/z75 (30) – loss of H,N,O – metastable reaction
m/z47 (18) – CH3S� cations
m/z45 (10) – CHS� cations
m/z42 (20)
m/z30 (10) – loss of PropylSH

CH3SCH3 m/z 92 m/z77 (1) – loss of CH3
•

m/z62 (100) – loss of NO• – metastable reactions
m/z47 (15) – CH3S� cations
m/z45 (20) – CHS� cations
m/z35 (4) – H3S� cations
m/z30 (8) – loss of MeSMe

CH3CH2SCH2CH3 m/z 120 m/z90 (100) – loss of NO• – metastable reaction
m/z75 (8) – consecutive losses of NO• and CH3

•

m/z61 (8) – consecutive losses of NO• and C2H5
•

m/z45 (4) – CHS� cations
m/z30 (2) – loss of E†SE†

Figure 3. CID spectra (8000 eV kinetic energy, N2 collision gas)
of (a) [CH3SH,NO]� (m/z 78) and (b) [CH3SCH3,NO]� (m/z 92)
complexes.
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on the nitric oxide molecule since the IE of the thiol
molecules are quite similar to the IE of nitric oxide,
IE(NO) � 9.25 eV, IE(MeSH) � 9.44 eV, IE(EtSH) � 9.28
eV and IE(PropylSH) � 9.19 eV [25]. Consecutive de-
compositions of the R1SH molecular ions are responsi-
ble for the remaining signals observed in the CA
spectra. As far as the metastable decomposition is
concerned, the complexes incorporating the ethanethiol
or the propanethiol molecule expel a molecule of ni-
trosyl hydride (H™N¢O).

The main collision-induced fragmentation of the
thioether nitrosonium complexes also leads to the for-
mation of ionized thioether and neutral nitric oxide or
to the formation of ionized nitric oxide plus neutral
thioether, see a typical example in Figure 3b. Again,
even if the ionization energies of dimethyl and diethyl
sulfides (8.69 and 8.43 eV, respectively [25]), are lower
than the IE of nitric oxide, it is possible to observe in the
CA spectra a weak but significant signal corresponding
to ionized nitric oxide; see Table 5. Even if the loss of
nitric oxide is by far the most favorable process upon
collisional activation, this fragmentation also possesses
an unimolecular component since it is observed also in
the absence of the collision gas. Again, consecutive
decompositions of thioether molecular ions, produced
in the CA cell by NO loss, are responsible for the
remaining signals appearing in the CA spectra, see
Table 5.

4° Nitrosonium Cation Transfer in the
Thiol (Thioether)/Alkyl Nitrite System

We have described here above that the chemical ioniza-
tion of a mixture of an alkyl nitrite and a thio compound
inter alia leads to the production of the nitrosonium
cation complex of the thio species. Because the ionic and
neutral populations are incredibly complex in the CI
source, it is impossible at this point of the work to
identify the reacting species in the observed reaction. In

order to overcome this problem, we decided to selec-
tively probe the potential reactions described in Scheme
1 owing to the use of the quadrupole cell. Moreover, we
calculated at the B3LYP/6-31 � G(d,p) level of theory
the heats of these reactions in order to provide some
quantitative support to our experimental observations.

The interaction between protonated methanethiol
(m/z 49) and propyl nitrite, Reaction A1 in Scheme 1, is
presented in Figure 4a and leads to several different
ionic products: protonated propyl nitrite (m/z 90—via
Reaction B2) and methanethiol nitrosonium complex
(m/z 78—via Reaction C). The proton affinity of meth-
anethiol amounts to 765.3 kJ mol�1 (DFT calculations,
see Table 4). On the other hand, to the best of our
knowledge, the PA of propyl nitrite is hitherto unknown.
Actually, protonation of propyl nitrite could in princi-
ple occur at three different centers on the O™N¢O
group. However, recent works on alkyl nitrite protona-
tion reveal that the protonation process always leads to
the [AlkylOH-NO]� cations that is by far the most stable
species. For instance in the methyl nitrite case, the energy
difference between the [MeOH-NO]� and the [MeO-
NOH]� species is computed as large as 120 kJ mol�1

[14]. Therefore, we decided to calculate the PA of
propyl nitrite at the propyl™O™N¢O oxygen atom. At
the B3LYP/6-31 � G(d,p) level of theory, we obtained a
value of 788.3 kJ mol�1, see Table 4. The proton transfer
reaction between protonated methanethiol and propyl
nitrite is then calculated to be exothermic by about 23.0
kJ mol�1, and consequently the observation of proton-
ated propyl nitrite is of course rationalized. Both signals
detected at m/z 88 and 59, see Figure 4a, could corre-
spond to fragment ions of protonated propyl nitrite
(losses of H2 and HNO, respectively). At the B3LYP/
6-31 � G(d,p) level of theory, as presented in Scheme 1,
the NO� cation transfer process (Reaction A1-C) is
calculated to be exothermic by 38.8 kJ mol�1. This
finding is of course totally in keeping with the obser-
vation of the corresponding ionic products, since exo-

Scheme 1
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thermic reactions are always favored in the gas phase.
Actually, a state-of-the-art analysis of ion-molecule re-
actions requires the consideration of entropic and ki-
netic (transition barriers) effects together with the ener-
getic data. Nevertheless, it was generally admitted that
the endothermic-exothermic criterion is often decisive
when a qualitative analysis of a gas phase process is
considered.

On the other hand, the interaction between proton-
ated propyl nitrite and methanethiol in the quadrupole
cell gives rise with a very high yield and via Reactions
B1-C, see Scheme 1, to the transfer of NO� to the neutral
reagent (m/z 78 in Figure 4b). The observation of this
process is in close agreement with the theoretical ap-
proach that reveals an exothermicity of 15.8 kJ mol�1 for
the NO� transfer from protonated propylnitrite to
methanethiol; see Scheme 1. The proton transfer to
methanethiol is also observed even if endothermic (by
23.0 kJ mol�1) but the occurrence of endothermic pro-
cesses in our experimental setting is not unexpected
since no thermalization step precedes the ion-molecule
reaction processes and therefore hot ions can not be
expelled from the ion beam. Nevertheless, the yield of
this reaction is quite limited and the produced cations
appear at m/z 49 (via Reaction B1-A2).

The same experiences were realized with dimethyl
sulfide. First, the interaction between protonated di-
methyl sulfide and neutral propyl nitrite is allowed in
the quadrupole cell – see Scheme 2 (Reaction A1) and
Figure 5a. The main observed process leads to the
[MeSMe,NO�] complex detected at m/z 92. This is in
close agreement with our quantum calculations (DFT)
that reveal that the A1-C sequence of reactions is 27.3 kJ
mol�1 exothermic whereas the proton transfer process
is an endothermic process (30.2 kJ mol�1, see Scheme 2).
Nevertheless, protonated propyl nitrite (m/z 90) is also
produced but in a very small extent; see Figure 5a.

The [MeSMe,NO�] complex is also readily generated
when reacting protonated propyl nitrite (m/z 90) with
neutral dimethyl sulfide (Reaction B1-C in Scheme 2).
This process is accordingly calculated to be exothermic
by 57.5 kJ mol�1. Competitively, the ionic product of the
sequence of Reactions B1-A2, also an exothermic pro-
cess, is detected and the corresponding signal is ob-
served at m/z 63 (protonated dimethyl sulfide). M/z 62
ions observed in Figure 5b (ionized methyl sulfide) are
likely to arise from the partial decomposition of m/z 92
ions generated in the associative process, decomposi-

Figure 4. Ion-molecule reactions between (a) mass-selected pro-
tonated methanethiol (m/z 49) and neutral propyl nitrite and (b)
mass-selected protonated propyl nitrite (m/z 90) and methanethiol
in the quadrupole cell. The signals marked by an asterisk corre-
spond to the metastable decomposition product of the mass-
selected ions.

Scheme 2
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tion probably induces by the high exothermicity of the
reaction.

These experimental data allow us to conclude that (1)
a proton is required in the nitrosation of thiol by alkyl
nitrite, (2) that in the gas phase this proton could be
initially borne either by the thiol compound or the
nitrite, and (3) since proton transfer type reactions are
observed, that a protonated dimer can be proposed as
the intermediate species.

5° Ion-Molecule Reactions of Thiols and
Thioethers NO� Complexes

In order to qualitatively probe the validity of our
G2(MP2) and B3LYP studies, we decided to allow the
thiols and thioethers NO� complexes to react with

ammonia and methanol in the rf-only quadrupole cell
installed in our 6-sector instrument.

First, the NO� transfer from [R1SR2,NO]� complexes
to methanol is never observed whatever the starting
thio compound is. This is of course in close agreement
with the computed data presented in Tables 3 and 4, as
the NOA is always greater for an S-base when com-
pared to an O-base.

On the other hand, the reaction between [R1SH,NO]�

adduct ions and ammonia always leads to the transfer
of the nitrosonium cation to the neutral substrate.

The protonation of ammonia is also observed in each
case, see Figure 6a in the case of methanethiol. Follow-
ing our G2(MP2) calculations, it is possible to calculate
the heats of both the observed reactions, see Scheme 3.

Figure 5. Ion-molecule reactions between (a) mass-selected pro-
tonated dimethyl sulfide (m/z 63) and neutral propyl nitrite and
(b) mass-selected protonated propyl nitrite (m/z 90) and dimethyl
sulfide in the quadrupole cell. The signals marked by an asterisk
correspond to the metastable decomposition product of the mass-
selected ions; (see text).

Figure 6. Ion-molecule reactions between (a) mass-selected
[CH3SH,NO]� (m/z 78) and (b) mass-selected [CH3SCH3,NO]�

(m/z 92) and ammonia in the quadrupole cell. The signals marked
by an asterisk correspond to the decomposition product of the
mass-selected ions.

Scheme 3
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At this level of theory, the NO� and H� transfer
reactions to ammonia are calculated to be endothermic
by 6.5 kJ mol�1 and exothermic by 72.3 kJ mol�1,
respectively.

As far as the NO� transfer process is concerned, the
occurrence of slightly endothermic processes in our
experimental setting is not unexpected since no ther-
malization step precedes the ion-molecule reaction pro-
cesses and therefore hot ions can not be expelled from
the ion beam [8].

However, as exemplified in the case of the dimeth-
ylsulfide nitrosonium complex, the endothermicity of
the NO� transfer reaction, amounting to 43.7 at the
B3LYP/6-31 � G(d,p) level of theory, is too endother-
mic to allow this process to occur, see Scheme 4, and
accordingly virtually no NO� cation transfer is ob-
served during the interaction in the quadrupole cell
between [MeSMe,NO]� cations and ammonia, see Fig-
ure 6b.

Conclusions

The interaction between the nitrosonium cation, NO�,
and some selected compounds such as ammonia and
methylamine, water and methanol, hydrogen sulfide
and methanethiol, and dimethyl sulfide was considered
theoretically by means of the G2(MP2) theory and DFT
calculations and experimentally by the use of tandem
mass spectrometry techniques. At the G2(MP2) level of
theory, the nitrosonium cation affinities of H3N, H2O,
H2S, MeNH2, MeOH and MeSH are calculated, respec-
tively, as follow: 125.7, 77.9, 80.6, 178.8, 102.1, and 132.2
kJ mol�1. These values allow us to conclude that the
NOA’s increase when going from an O-base to an
N-base via an S-base and also increase upon replace-
ment of an hydrogen atom by a methyl group.

The nitrosation of thiol and thioether compounds in
the gas phase starting with an alkyl nitrite was also
explored and it was demonstrated that (1) a proton is
required in the nitrosation of thiol by alkyl nitrite, (2)
that in the gas phase this proton could be initially borne
either by the thiol compound or the nitrite, and (3) since
proton transfer type reactions are observed, that a
protonated dimer can be proposed as the intermediate
species.
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